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Indoor terminations for screened, paper insulated (MIND) cables with one metal
sheath per phase 10 kV, 20 kV and 35 kV

Cable
The indoor termination is designed for
10 kV, 20 kV and 35 kV screened three and
single core paper insulated (MIND) cables
with one metal sheath per phase.
For example: ЦАОСБУ, HAKnFtA,
HAKNY, HknFty, AMKTQYPVsp.,
AMKTOYPVsp., AOSB, NPZO 13,
NPZOP 13, NPZO 23.

Design of termination
Yellow, oil resistant void filling tape is laid
around the end of the metal sheath and
the paper cores are completely covered
with oil barrier tubing. An oil resistant
sealing boot ensures a pressure tight seal
to the cable lug. Short conductive tubing
rebuilds the screen from the metal sheath
to the covered paper core.

Yellow stress grading mastic is laid
around the end of the conductive tubing
and a stress control tubing is shrunk over
the conductive tubing and the covered
paper insulation. The end of the cores
and the stress control tubing are insulated
with non-tracking insulating tubing.
Additional skirts are installed onto the
tubing (see table). Solderless earth
connections can be ordered separately.

Dimensions L, D see table

Nominal voltage Cross section Ordering description Dimensions (mm) No. of
Uo/U (kV) (mm2) L D skirts

6/10
35– 70 EPKT 24B1MI-CEE01 330 85 3 x 1
95–240 EPKT 24C1MI-CEE01 330 95 3 x 1

35– 50 EPKT 24B1MI-CEE01 330 85 3 x 1
12/20 70–185 EPKT 24C1MI-CEE01 330 95 3 x 1

240–300 EPKT 24D1MI-CEE01 330 115 3 x 1

50– 95 EPKT 36C1MI-CEE01 430 95 3 x 2
20/35 120–185 EPKT 36D1MI-CEE01 430 115 3 x 2

240–500 EPKT 36E1MI-CEE01 430 115 3 x 2

Note: One termination kit includes material for 3 phases. Longitudinally sealed cable lugs are to be used. Terminations including
mechanical lugs (-L12) are available on request.

Solderless earth connection

Cross section Ordering description
(mm2) three core cables single core cable single core cable

including breakout with lead sheath with AL sheath

35–150 EAKT 1678 EAKT 1668-DE01*
70–150 EAKT 1678 EAKT 1668-DE01* SMOE 61832*

150–240 EAKT 1679 EAKT 1669-DE01* SMOE 61832*

* 3 Earth connection kits have to be ordered per termination kit.

Note: The solderless earth connection kit must be ordered separately. The EAKT kit includes roll springs, earth leads and protection tubing
and a heat-shrinkable breakout for three-core cables. The SMOE kit includes a Ligarex connection system (see also tools at page 107).

Explanation of MI and MIND:
MI = Mass Impregnated = cable impregnated with draining compound
MIND = Mass Impregnated Non Draining = cable impregnated with non draining compound
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Outdoor terminations for screened, paper insulated (MIND) cables with one metal
sheath per phase 10 kV, 20 kV and 35 kV

Cable
The outdoor termination is designed for
10 kV, 20 kV and 35 kV screened three
and single core paper insulated (MIND)
cables with one metal sheath per phase.
For example: ЦАОСБУ, HAKnFtA,
HAKNY, HknFty, AMKTQYPVsp.,
AMKTOYPVsp., AOSB, NPZO 13,
NPZOP 13, NPZO 23.

Dimensions L, D see table

Nominal voltage Cross section Ordering description Dimensions (mm) No. of
Uo/U (kV) (mm2) L D skirts

35– 70 EPKT 24B1MO-CEE01 410 85 3 x 36/10
95–240 EPKT 24C1MO-CEE01 410 95 3 x 3

35– 50 EPKT 24B1MO-CEE01 410 85 3 x 3
12/20 70–185 EPKT 24C1MO-CEE01 410 95 3 x 3

240–300 EPKT 24D1MO-CEE01 410 115 3 x 3

50– 95 EPKT 36C1MO-CEE01 560 95 3 x 4
20/35 120–185 EPKT 36D1MO-CEE01 560 115 3 x 4

240–500 EPKT 36E1MO-CEE01 560 115 3 x 4

Note: One termination kit includes material for 3 phases. Longitudinally sealed cable lugs are to be used. Terminations including
mechanical lugs (-L12) are available on request.

Solderless earth connection

Cross section Ordering description
(mm2) three core cables single core cable single core cable

including breakout with lead sheath with AL sheath

35–150 EAKT 1678 EAKT 1668-DE01*
70–150 EAKT 1678 EAKT 1668-DE01* SMOE 61832*

150–240 EAKT 1679 EAKT 1669-DE01* SMOE 61832*

* 3 Earth connection kits have to be ordered per termination kit.

Note: The solderless earth connection kit must be ordered separately. The EAKT kit includes roll springs, earth leads and protection
tubing or a breakout. The SMOE kit includes a Ligarex connection system (see also tools at page 107).

Design of termination
Yellow, oil resistant void filling tape is laid
around the end of the metal sheath and
the paper cores are completely covered
with oil barrier tubing. An oil resistant
sealing boot ensures a pressure tight seal
to the cable lug. Short conductive tubing
rebuilds the screen from the metal sheath
to the covered paper core.

Yellow stress grading mastic is laid
around the end of the conductive tubing
and stress control tubing is shrunk over
the conductive tubing and the covered
paper insulation. The end of the cores
and the stress control tubing are
insulated with non-tracking insulating
tubing. Additional skirts are installed
onto the tubing (see table).
Solderless earth connections can be
ordered separately.
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